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Pure Land Buddhism & Its Art (894-1185)
Amida nyorai
Pure Land

mandala
Phoenix Hall
Phoenix Hall (elevation)
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Yosegi Technique
Ichiboku Technique
Amida Head
Amida mudra
Amida body
Amida & bosatsu
Amida Triad at Sanzen-in
Konjiki-do, Chuson-ji
Konjiki-do altar
Joruri-ji
The Nine Amida Hall of Joruri-ji
Kutai Amida Butsu

Kissho Tennyo
Kichijo-ten
Fujiwara Period

Pure Land Buddhist Painting
Amida raigo
Amida, Jizo & Kannon
Seishi-
bosatsu
Amida Raigo, Byodo-in
Fujiwara
Architecture & Sculpture

Continuing
Esoteric Buddhist Tradition
5-storied Pagoda at Daigo-ji
Dainichi at Chuson-ji
Dainichi at Chuson-ji
Shaka Nehan or Parinirvana
Yellow Fudo
Portrait of Jion Daishi
The End
Fujiwara Scroll Painting
Genji monogatari emaki
Hikime-kagibana
Hikime-kagibana
Hikime-kagibana
Gaki Scroll
(detail)
Gaki Scroll
(detail)
“Gaki Feeding”
Bandainagon Scroll
Ban Dainagon Scroll
Shigisan engi
Shigisa n bowl